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TOOLS
Two Categories of Tools:
Hand Tools
Power Tools
“Almost any type of scenery or prop can be built
with just a few hand tools.”
“The only advantages that power tools provide are speed
and reduced effort.”
Guillette, Michael J. Theatrical Design and Production: An Introduction to Scenic Design and Construction,
Lighting, Sound, Costume, and Makeup. 7th edition, McGraw-Hill, 2013, p. 188

HAND TOOLS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measuring Tools
Marking Tools
Hammers
Cutting Tools
Drilling Tools
Bits
Clamping Tools
Screwdrivers
Miscellaneous Hand Tools
Metal Working Hand Tools

MEASURING TOOLS
Measuring tools are used to measure dimensions and angles.
• Tape Measure: A metal tape housed in plastic or metal case; has
a lock to hold tape in position and a self-return spring to retract
tape into case.
Lengths range from 6 to 35 feet; 50- to 100-foot lengths are manually wound
and usually made of fabric or thin steel.

MEASURING TOOLS
• Combination Square: A 12 inch steel
room with a movable handle angled
at 45 and 90 degrees; used for marking
45- and 90- degree angles; rule used
for measuring.
• Bevel Protractor: A combination
square whose angle is adjustable.
• Framing Square: A steel L with 16- and
24- inch legs. Used for making 90degree corner joints in flat
construction.
• Bevel Set: A handle with a moveable
metal blade lockable in any position,
used for transferring angles.

MEASURING TOOLS
• Carpenter’s Level: Used to determine true horizontal
and vertical angles; 6- foot long levels are typical for
theatre shop and stage use.

MARKING TOOLS
• Marking tools are used to mark
dimensions and angels.
• Mark wood with carpenter’s pencils, #2
yellow pencils.
(Don’t use pens – ink stains wood and bleeds
through paint.)

• Mark metal with wax pencils, sharpies,
soapstone, and scribes.
• Scribe: Also called a scratch awl, has a
sharp metal point.
• Chalk Line: A chalk-covered string in a
metal or plastic housing filled with chalk
or dry scenic pigment; the twine is
stretched and snapped to leave a
straight line.

HAMMERS
Hammers are used for nailing and starting screws,
as well as shaping and forming metal.
• Claw Hammer: Has a hammering face and two
sharply curved claws for removing nails.
• Rip Hammer: Has a hammering face and
straighter claws than the claw hammer; used for
prying apart previously nailed wood.
• Mallet: Can have wooden, plastic, or hard
rubber heads; used for striking chisels or shaping
thin metal without leaving hammer marks.

CUTTING TOOLS
SAWS
• Saws are used to cut wood, metal, or plastic.
• The number of teeth roughly indicates the material the blade will cut.
• The harder the material, the smaller number of teeth, referred to as
“tooth count.”
• Crosscut Saw: Used to cut across
wood grain; alternating teeth are
bent outward to prevent binding.

• Rip Saw: Used to cut parallel with
wood grain.

CUTTING TOOLS
• Backsaw and Miter Box: A finetoothed crosscut saw with a rigid
blade-stiffening spine; the spine fits in
a guide in the miter box; used to
make accurate angle cuts in wood.
• Coping Saw: Used for making intricate
curved cuts in thin plywood; interior
cuts made by drilling a hold in wood,
removing blade, inserting it through
hole, and reattaching blade to frame.
• Hacksaw: Used for cutting mild steel,
copper, and aluminum.

CUTTING TOOLS
• Utility Knife: Used for light-duty
cutting/carving; has replaceable
blades; safer models have
retractable blades.
• Scissors: Used for cutting paper and
fabrics.
• Tin Snips: Used for cutting thin metal;
different models cut straight, left- or
right- hand curves; compound
leverage snips multiply cutting force.
(Do not use to cut nails or wire.)

CUTTING TOOLS
• Chisel: Used for gouging, carving, or smoothing material;
The handle is lighting struck with mallet or heel of hand.
• Planes: Knife-bladed tools used to smooth or round edges
or corners of wood.
• Files: Files are used to rasp or grind wood, metal, plastic, or
other materials. The teeth of a file are formed in diagonal
ridges across its face

DRILLING TOOLS
Several tools provide the motive force
to spin the bits for drilling holes in wood,
plastic, and metal.
• Hand Drill: Hand-cranked drill; bit is
inserted into the chuck; uses bits with
shaft diameter ¼ inch or less; for
drilling small holes in wood.
• Push Drill: Has a spring-loaded shaft
that spins the chuck when you push
down on the drill; uses bit sizes ¼ inch
or less; used for starter holes.

BITS

CLAMPING TOOLS
• Pipe Clamp: A pipe with
moveable end plate and
adjustable head plate; bar
clamp uses a notched bar
instead of pipe.
• C-Clamp: Available in variety
of configurations.
• Spring Clamp: A spring
applies clamping pressure;
used to temporarily clamp
objects while glue joints dry.
• Quick Clamp: Light-duty
clamps; placed and
tightened with one hand.

CLAMPING TOOLS
• Pliers: Used for a variety of
gripping, clamping, bending,
and cutting jobs.
• Slip joint, long-nose, adjustable
arc-joint, locking, diagonal
cutters, wire strippers, wirecrimping

• Wrenches: Used to hold and/
or tighten bolts and nuts.
• Open-end (crescent), Box-end,
adjustable-end, monkey, pipe

CLAMPING TOOLS
• Socket Set and Ratchet Handles
• Sockets are cylindrical wrenches
• Can be used with a reversible ratchet handle
• Nuts can be tightened or loosened without removing
wrench from nut

SCREWDRIVERS
• Screwdrivers are used for inserting and
removing screws.
• Standard or Slotted Screwdriver: a
metal shank, tapering to a flattened tip
(flathead screwdriver)
• Phillips Screwdriver: Screwdriver with
a four-flanged tip to fit the crossed
slots of a Phillips head screw.
• Nut Driver: A screwdriver with a
socket tip.

MISCELLANEOUS HAND TOOLS
• Sandpaper: used to smooth materials
before finishing
• Wrecking bars: used to pry previously
nailed wood apart and remove nails
• Grommet set: consists of a hole
punch, a small anvil, and a crimping
tool; used to attach brass reinforcing
rings to drops and stage draperies.
• Staple gun: a spring-powered tool for
driving staples; used for attaching
fabric to wood and other small jobs.

METALWORKING HAND TOOLS
• Conduit bender: used to bend thin
wall conduit
• Center punch: used to make
starter holes for drill bits in both
metal and wood
• Bolt cutter: heavy-duty metal
shears; cuts mild steel round stock
• Pipe cutter: used to make right
angle cuts in steel pipe
• Tap and dies: cuts thread on the
inside of pipes; die cuts threads on
the outisde of pipes and rod stock

POWER TOOLS
• Power tools perform the same tasks as hand tools, but are faster
and require physical less effort.
• Power tools do pose safety hazards in the shop.
• Power hand tools are commonly available with 120-volt power
and/or rechargeable batters. Pneumatic tools are also available.

•
•
•
•

Stationary Power Saws
Power Hand Saws
Power Drilling Tools
Battery-Powered Tools

• Pneumatic Tools
• Metalworking Power Tools
• Miscellaneous Power Tools

STATIONARY POWER SAWS
• Table Saw: primarily used for ripping
lumber and plywood; height and angle
of the circular blade are adjustable.
• Radial –Arm Saw: primarily used for crossand angle-cutting; the motor/blade is
suspended beneath an arm that adjusts
up/down and pivots side-to-side.
• Panel Saw: used to make straight cuts in
panel material like plywood or mdf; the
vertical rack holds the sheet goods; cuts
are made with a moveable trackmounted circular saw.

STATIONARY POWER SAWS
• Motorized Miter Box: (chop saw)
makes straight and angled cuts; the
motor/blade pivots down onto the
work.
• Compound Sliding Miter Box:
combines sliding action of pullover
saw with chopping action of chip saw;
cuts wider stock than chop saw.
• Band Saw: Used for curvilinear cuts;
the narrow loop (or band) blade
passes through a table that supports
the work.
• Scroll Saw: uses reciprocal up-anddown action with thin blades to cut
intricate curves in thin stock and
plywood.

POWER HANDSAWS
• Some power saws are handheld rather than being
bench- or stand-mounted.
• Circular Saw: used for cross- and rip cutting stock and
sheet goods
• Saber Saw: uses reciprocal up-and-down action with stiff
narrow blades to make curvilinear cuts
• Dremel Tool: Trade name for high-speed, rotary action,
handheld power tool; used for a wide variety of drilling,
cutting, polishing actions
• Rotozip Tool: high speed, rotary action tool; uses
specialized bits to cut interior holes in plywood, drywall,
metal, and ceramic tile.
• Reciprocating Saw: (Sawzall) normally used in demolition,
not construction; bare blade uses reciprocal action
• Biscuit Cutter: used to cut narrow grooves in wood when
making biscuit joints

POWER DRILLING TOOLS
• Drill Press: variable speed, very
accurate, stand or bench
mounted power drill
• Electric Hand Drill: lightweight,
handheld drill (120-volt and
battery powered models)
• Heavy-Duty Hand Drill: heavier,
more powerful handheld drill
• Hammer Drill: combines rotary
drilling with up-and-down
hammering action

BATTERY POWERED TOOLS
• Every type of electrically powered hand tool is
available with rechargeable batteries.
• Circular saws and most heavy-duty applications
still use 120-volt power.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS
• Pneumatic tools are driven by air pressure.
• Almost every type of electric hand tool is available
in pneumatic form.
• Requires a large-capacity compressor and air tank.
• Pneumatic stapler: uses air
pressure to drive staples
• Pneumatic Nailer: drives clips of
adhesive-coated nails with air
pressure
• Pneumatic Wrench: uses a
stoccato rotary motion to
tighten or loosen nuts

METALWORKING POWER TOOLS
• Welders: Several types of welders are used for fusing
metal.
• Oxyacetylene Welder: combines oxygen and acetylene to
produce a 6000 degree flame capable of melting metals.
• Arc Welder: consists of a power housing unit, cables, and a welding
handle; creates an electrical arc to mel metal.
• MIG Welder: (Metal Insert Gas) an arc welder that focuses a flow of
inert gas (usually argon) on the welding zone; the electrode of the
MIG welder is a thin piece of wire automatically fed through the
welding handle from a spool stored in the housing of the power
unit.

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
• Low-strength bond between most common metals
such as steel, copper, and brass
• Aluminum requires higher heat and a special flux

OTHER METAL WORKING TOOLS
• Cutoff Saw: (abrasive
saw) Used to make
straight and angle cuts
in metal stock

• Power Pipe Cutter:
Performs the same
function as the manual
tool – cutting and
threading metal pipes

MISCELLANEOUS POWER TOOLS
• Router: a handheld, motor-driven tool
with a chisel-like rotating bit used for
shaping wood.
• Router table: a router is attached to
the underside of a smooth metal table
with the bit projecting through a hole
in the table.
• Wood lathe: tool that rapidly spins
wood for carving.

MISCELLANEOUS POWER TOOLS
• Bench Sander: belt and disc sander
used to smooth or bevel wood or
plastic
• Bench Grinder: used for grinding/
polishing metal
• Hand Power Grinder: a portable
version
• Hand Power Sander: spins a
replaceable sandpaper disc to sand/
smooth
• Hand Belt Sander: uses belts of
sandpaper for rapid sanding of
(primarily) wood.

MISCELLANEOUS POWER TOOLS
• Hot-Melt Glue Gun: uses sticks of
heat-activated adhesive for making
rapid-hold glue bonds
• Hot Knife Cutter: electrically heated
knife used for cutting foam products
• Hot Wire Cutter: electrically heated
thin stainless steel wire used for
cutting polystyrene foams.
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